The success story that is Brinkhaus,
a company full of tradition, began in
Warendorf, Germany, in 1847. a lot
has happened since then. We now face
new markets, new requirements and
new challenges. But we have dealt
with it all in a flexible, innovative way
– without compromising our proven
Brinkhaus quality.

Brinkhaus products are manufactured in accordance with the latest
production developments and techniques – and, of course, in accordance
with the customer’s requirements and
wishes. We purchase high-quality materials and fillings from all over the
world for use in our products.

Today, the Brinkhaus brand stands
for the very highest quality in over 40
countries around the world.
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InnovatIve
s l e e p I n g c u lt u r e

The name Brinkhaus has been synonymous with expertise and
quality in premium bedding since 1847. Our company has always
aimed to meet the highest standards in design and sleeping comfort. We develop, manufacture and market premium bedding with
tradition, innovation and experience – taking care to respect the
natural environment at all times.

With our selected down, the inest natural hair, natural ibres or
allergen-free textile fibres, Brinkhaus provides dreamlike
quality for your home for everything from pillows to quilts. Feel
for yourself, you are sure to be impressed!

Brinkhaus branded products are available from prestigious
spe cialist suppliers worldwide. Brinkhaus offers a complete
pro gramme of bedding products: divan beds, mattresses,
toppers, quilts, duvets, pillows and mite blockers.
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liVinG TraDiTiOn
Duvets and pillows are not the only things we manufacture in our
factory, we also tailor sleeping culture to perfection! Drawing on
more than 165 years of experience in cratsmanship and technique,
we develop innovative products for the future, constantly striving to
improve and optimise them.
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W e u n d e r s ta n d
restful sleep
DOWn anD FeaThers
These are a true wonder of nature and have been used for
hundreds of years as the ideal illing for duvets. With countless
tiny air pockets between the individual hairs, they ensure optimal
heat insulation and transfer moisture to the surrounding air. The
origin of the down is tracked via the Brinkhaus traceability
system. moreover, the Traumpass seal promises down that does
not come from living animals. at Brinkhaus, the down goes
through a fully integrated control process; it is washed,
controlled and sorted in a multistage process – for your comfort!

naTural hair anD FiBre
Nature can ofer everything we need for a recuperative night’s
sleep: the inest cashmere for a dreamlike lightness, quality wild
silk for a balanced sense of well-being at diferent temperatures,
or natural new wool for a cosy sleeping environment.

TexTile FiBre
The high-quality, textile ibre quilts from our TEXTILE FIBRE range
combine easy care with outstanding comfort. They lie sotly and
gently on the body, enabling undisturbed and recuperative sleep
and can be quickly washed and dried. They are unafected by high
wash temperatures and tumble-dryers, which makes TexTile
FIBRE bedding ideal for people sufering from house dust mite
allergies.
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product features
The Brinkhaus PrODucT hiGhliGhTs
The high quality of Brinkhaus quilts, duvets and pillows is based on meticulously selected materials and the
latest production methods. We apply a high degree of manufacturing know-how into our production facilities.
as a specialist for illings destined for quilts, duvets and pillows, we ofer top-class sleeping comfort.

The shOulDer
zOne
ThE TaILoR-madE
cOrner

Perfect mouldability in
the shoulder area.

hand-sewn corners ofer
the following beneits: perfect it, no slipping,
no empty bedding corners,
making bedmaking
easier and faster.

The sTiTchinG in
BODy zOnes
replicating the
body’s shape to
create a bed
cocoon for
constant heat
retention.

The FOOT zOne
Perfect mouldability
in the foot area.
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The sTiTchinG in BODy zOnes
moulding to the shape of the sleeper, the duvet's body zone
stitching creates a cocoon providing a pleasant sleeping
climate and the highest comfort. The stitching follows the
contours of the body thus making a perfect sleeping cocoon
with constant heat retention. it gently covers the body of
the sleeper as lightly as a feather and provides optimal heat
distribution, especially in the shoulder and feet regions, for
superior comfort.

duvets with body zone stitching ofer great and recuperative sleep. it provides a pleasant, dry sleeping climate with
good heat retention. Body zone stitching ofers unparalleled
cosiness and the irst-rate materials guarantee exceptional
sleeping comfort.

The Dual cOnsTrucTiOn
lightweight, pleasantly warm and cosy sleeping – the dual
construction comprises two individual quilts, one on top of
the other, irmly sewn together along the edges. This results
in an insulating air cavity between the two quilts, providing
better heat retention without adding weight. The air cushion
in the quilts improves sleeping ambience without burdening
the sleeping body. The dual construction is a perfect example
of modern and light-weight bedding that, in spite of the low
weight, provides a heat-retaining air cushion for constant and
pleasant warmth and cosy sleeping comfort.

The dual construction

The Brinkhaus Press sTuDs anD BuTTOns
The sturdy Brinkhaus press studs and buttons provide an
easy combination option for all seasons and individual sleeping preferences. Our mother-of-pearl studs help adapt to different levels of ambient temperature. a light version can be
used individually as a summer duvet while the thicker version
is suitable for the spring or autumn. connect both duvets for
perfect warmth in winter.

neatly combined - with our press studs and buttons
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DOWn anD
FeaThers
...envelop you sotly and gently because we only
select the best down for our products. Especially cosy,
it has heat-insulating and temperature-regulating
efects unlike hardly any other material.
Perfect for high standards – and for you!
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the eIder
The eiDerDOWn DuVeT
nature has created an incredible and unique insulation material in the form of icelandic eiderdown. eiderdown is very large but iner and denser than any other type of down. It forms a sort of leece that insulates
like no other natural or artiicial material. The eider ducks brave icy temperatures and powerful polar storms
in their plumage. They use their unique breast and stomach down to protect their brood from the cold icelandic climate. The females naturally lose part of their down before laying their eggs and carefully collect
this to ill their nest. once the chicks hatch and leave their nest, the eider duck farmers then carefully collect
the precious down without disturbing the birds in their natural environment. This down is then used in the
uniquely cosy luxury liFesTyle collection.

cover fabric
Due to the special properties of eiderdown, we do not use conventional cover fabrics that may prevent
the cosy down from escaping. eiderdown can be held by fine, natural silk fabrics. This also promotes the
exchange of heat and breathability of eiderdown duvets.

Design
To ensure the illing is distributed perfectly, we irst weigh the illing for each square and painstakingly ill
each pocket of our eiderdown duvets by hand.

specifications
casing
Filling

3 diferent options are available, see details below
pure new eiderdown (100 % down), class i, Din en 12934
Product

Product Code

Size in cm

Filling Weight

eiderdown Duvet TOG 4.5 light,
quilted squares, basis 10 x 14, approx. 70 g/m²

22006
22032
22007
22625
22008
22009

135 x 200*
200 x 200*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*
280 x 235*

200 g
295 g
380 g
385 g
405 g
480 g

eiderdown Duvet TOG 13.5 extra warm,
quilted squares, basis 7 x 10, approx. 215 g/m²

22027
22038
22028
22551
22029
22026

135 x 200*
200 x 200*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*
280 x 235*

595 g
880 g
1,110 g
1,200 g
1,230 g
1,420 g

The casing

01
casing 100 % silk
colour cream
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02
casing 63 % cotton / 37 % silk
colour cream

*available to special order

03
casing 100 % silk
colour ash
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arctIc
The DOWn DuVeT anD PillOW
These new Brinkhaus luxury liFesTyle duvets and pillows combine the traditional value of irst-class
down duvets with modern technology. The fabric consists of the inest silk and Tencel® (lyocell). Lyocell shares many properties with other cellulosic ibres such as cotton and linen. Some of the main characteristics of
lyocell ibres are that they are sot, absorbent and very strong when wet or dry, and resistant to wrinkles. Silk
is a traditional material for luxurious fabrics: the lat surfaces of the ibrils relect light at many angles, giving
the fabric a natural shine. Silk has a smooth, sot texture that is not slippery. Both materials combined in a
inest satin fabric result in a very sot, very shiny and luxurious fabric. The illing is a high-grade down from a
grey duck: the down cluster is very sot and very large, with a very high ill power and high thermal insulation.

specifications
casing
Filling
Design

colour

inest satin, 63 % lyocell (Tencel®) / 37 % silk, downproof, TC 449
new silverwhite arctic duck down, sticky, (100 % down), class i, Din en 12934
Down Duvet
with satin piping, with mother-of-pearl press studs
Down Pillow
with satin piping
cream
Product
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Product Code

Size in cm

Down Duvet TOG 4.5 medium light,
box stitch construction, basis 8 x 10 squares,
approx. 70 g/m²

22045
21630
21631
22046
21632
22047
21633
22048
22049

135 x 200
155 x 200
155 x 220
200 x 200
200 x 220
230 x 220
240 x 220
260 x 220
280 x 235

200 g
220 g
240 g
290 g
310 g
370 g
380 g
420 g
490 g

Down Duvet TOG 8.5 medium warm,
cassette construction, basis 5 x 7 squares,
approx. 150 g/m²

22050
21634
21635
22051
21636
22052
21637
22053
22054

135 x 200
155 x 200
155 x 220
200 x 200
200 x 220
230 x 220
240 x 220
260 x 220
280 x 235

400 g
460 g
510 g
590 g
660 g
750 g
780 g
850 g
980 g

Down Pillow soft

27023
27024
27031
27032

50 x 75
50 x 90
50 x 70
65 x 65

550 g
650 g
510 g
620 g

*available to special order

Filling Weight
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charme
The DOWn DuVeT
The elegant down duvets of the charme series combine in the most charming fashion one of the world’s
inest batiste fabrics with a goose down illing of the highest possible grade. The silver down of the Canadian
wild goose is among the best available in the high-quality, natural illing materials industry. The size and
highly ramiied make-up of the individual three-dimensional down by far exceed even the best down from
purpose-bred geese down with regard to their illing ability. Their unique insulation properties protect this
animal – from the harsh canadian regions and severe weather with snow and ice. We combined this unique
illing material with an ultra-ine cotton-batiste fabric which envelops the prized and exquisite illing to create
its superb drape.

specifications
casing
Filling
Design
colour

inest nano-batiste (100 % cotton), ultra light, medicott® treated, TC 387
new silverwhite canadian large cluster wild goose down (100 % down) class i, Din en 12934
with satin piping and detachable buttons
white
Product
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Product Code

Size in cm

Down Duvet TOG 3.5 light,
box stitch construction, basis 8 x 10 squares,
approx. 55 g/m²

21638
21639
21640
21641
21642
21643
21644
21645

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*

150 g
170 g
190 g
220 g
240 g
280 g
290 g
320 g

Down Duvet TOG 8.5 medium warm,
box stitch construction, basis 6 x 8 squares
approx. 135 g/m²

21646
21647
21648
21649
21650
21651
21652
21653

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*

370 g
420 g
460 g
540 g
600 g
690 g
710 g
770 g

Down Duvet TOG 11.5 warm,
cassette construction, basis 5 x 7 squares
approx. 180 g/m²

21654
21655
21656
21657
21658
21659
21660
21661

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*

490 g
560 g
620 g
720 g
800 g
910 g
950 g
1,030 g

*available to special order

Filling Weight
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chalet
The DOWn DuVeT
imagine a breathtaking, timeless world which combines a sense of peace and comfort with striking natural
beauty. These are surroundings in which you feel completely at home. Our high-quality chaleT duvets and
pillows combine tradition and innovation. The remarkable combination of materials used for the casing and
illing creates a product that is both lightweight and sot, ensuring perfect sleeping comfort all year round.
an ultra-light nano-batiste, made from 100 % cotton is used for the casing, while the specially selected illing
is created by using white large cluster goose down. chaleT duvets are available in light, medium and warm
versions. Press studs on the individual covers allow you to combine the duvets any way you like. Perfect
sleeping comfort throughout the seasons. The chaleT pillows on the following page make the perfect sleep
setting complete.

specifications
casing
Filling
Design
colour

nano-batiste (100 % cotton), ultra-light, medicott® treated, TC 348
pure new white large cluster siberian goose down (100 % down), class i, Din en 12934
box stitch
with mother-of-pearl press studs
cassette
with satin piping and mother-of-pearl press studs
white
Product
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Product Code

Size in cm

Down Duvet TOG 3.5 light,
box stitch construction, basis 8 x 10 squares,
approx. 55 g/m²

22389
22305
22306
22390
22307
22391
22323
22392
22067
20153

135 x 200
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200
200 x 220*
230 x 220
240 x 220*
260 x 220
280 x 235*
300 x 240*

150 g
170 g
190 g
220 g
250 g
280 g
290 g
320 g
370 g
400 g

Down Duvet TOG 8.5 medium warm,
cassette construction, basis 5 x 7 squares
approx. 150 g/m²

21403
22327
22328
21404
22329
21405
22070
21406
22068
20152

135 x 200
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200
200 x 220*
230 x 220
240 x 220*
260 x 220
280 x 235*
300 x 240*

400 g
460 g
510 g
590 g
650 g
750 g
780 g
850 g
980 g
1,070 g

Down Duvet TOG 13.5 extra warm,
cassette construction, with 3 cm outer baffle,
basis 4 x 6 squares, approx. 250 g/m²

22062
22071
22072
22063
22073
22064
22074
22065
22066

135 x 200
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200
200 x 220*
230 x 220
240 x 220*
260 x 220
280 x 235*

700 g
780 g
860 g
1,030 g
1,130 g
1,310 g
1,320 g
1,480 g
1,700 g

*available to special order

Filling Weight
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chalet
The DOWn PillOW
Perfect sleeping comfort throughout the seasons is complemented by our chaleT pillow programme. These
pillows ofer an incomparably restful sleep. The voluminous down illing supports head and neck, the ultraine shell fabric has a very luxurious touch.
The side sleeper pillows are natural, beautiful, sot and luxurious pillows with an outer bale edge that is
designed to allow the mature full-sized goose down illing to give lot and support to the outermost edge of
the pillow. This allows the head to rest in the centre of the pillow whilst the bale edge nestles against the
neck and shoulder for excellent comfort, especially for those who prefer to sleep on their side.
The chaleT pillow – a wonderfully sot down pillow to snuggle up to and feel good. absolute luxury quality,
comes from a real passion for excellence. at Brinkhaus, we have that passion and take pride in constantly
striving for new and even higher peaks of perfection and achievement.
The neck support pillow ofers extra comfort: The pillow is designed in a similar way to a three-chamber pillow. The outer chambers are illed with high-quality down which gives the pillow its remarkable sotness. The
centre of the pillow consists of an ergonomically-shaped core of viscoelastic foam that supports your head
and neck in a manner perfectly tailored to your anatomy and, in contrast to other conventional neck support
pillows, can be used on both sides. The special comfort advantage: The pillow efectively provides support
while remaining cosy so that you can sleep in comfort.

specifications
side sleeper Pillow

casing
Filling

Pillow

Design
casing
Filling

neck support Pillow

Design
casing
Filling

Design
white

colour

Product

nano-batiste (100 % cotton), ultra-light, medicott® treated, TC 348
new white large cluster siberian goose down (90 % down), class i,
Din en 12934
with twin satin piping
nano-batiste (100 % cotton), ultra-light, medicott® treated, TC 348
new white large cluster siberian goose down (90 % down), class i,
Din en 12934
with satin piping
inest cambric in 100 % Egyptian long staple cotton, TC 267
outer chambers: new white masurian goose down (90 % down),
class i, Din en 12934
inner illing: memory foam core
with satin piping, with zipper

Product Code

Size in cm

side sleeper Pillow medium,
box construction

27035
27036
27037
27038

50 x 75
50 x 90*
50 x 70*
65 x 65*

600 g
720 g
560 g
680 g

Pillow soft

27283
27284
27033
27034

50 x 75
50 x 90
50 x 70*
65 x 65*

550 g
650 g
510 g
620 g

neck support Pillow firm

87372

40 x 60

Viscoelastic foam core ofers good
support for the head and neck areas.
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*available to special order

Filling Weight

core + 230 g
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fInesse
The DOWn DuVeT
absolute luxury, synonymous with the pinnacle of quality, comes from a real passion to create the highest
possible levels of excellence in products. at Brinkhaus, we have that passion and take pride in constantly
striving for new, even higher, peaks of perfection and achievement. The Finesse has evolved from this
passion. It has long been appreciated that the highest ill power and the lightest down for illing comes from
mature, fully-grown free-range geese. This gives minimum interference whilst we turn during our sleep.
Through a selected base of suppliers, we at Brinkhaus have developed a new siberian white goose down that
achieves the ultimate levels of down purity, highest ill power and supreme lightness. We put this exceptional
new white goose down in sot, silk-like, cotton sateen cases for a sumptuous and truly luxurious product.

specifications
casing
Filling
colour

ultra-ine satin in 100 % Egyptian long staple cotton, medicott® treated, TC 485
pure new white large cluster siberian goose down (100 % down), class i, Din en 12934
white
Product

Product Code

Down Duvet TOG 10.0 warm,
cassette construction, basis 5 x 7 squares,
approx. 165 g/m²
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21250
21251
21252
21253
21254
21255
21256
21257

*available to special order

Size in cm
135 x 200
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200
200 x 220*
230 x 220
240 x 220*
260 x 220

Filling Weight
450 g
510 g
560 g
660 g
730 g
840 g
870 g
940 g
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sIlhouette
The DOWn DuVeT
a qualitatively high-end illing made from white masurian goose down and a luxurious covering made from
the inest maco batiste ensure that this superb down duvet results in a sleep experience of the highest
class. This well-balanced interaction allows you to enjoy a trouble-free sleep. The down characteristically
surrounds itself with a layer of air, creating an additional cushioning efect and ofering cosy warmth without
weight. The sot-to-the-touch body zone quilting and the perfect make-up of the corners complete the luxurious silhOueTTe down duvet to provide the ultimate in sleep comfort.

The body zone stitching
Thanks to the body zone stitching, the duvet drapes ideally around the body thus forming a cocoon with a
pleasant sleeping climate and the highest comfort. The stitching follows the body´s contours thus making
a cocoon with constant heat retention. ideal warmth distribution is assured – especially around the shoulders and feet. a quilted edging rim closes the duvet from the ambient air. Duvets with body zone stitching
and a quilted edging rim assure great and recuperative sleep as well as a pleasantly dry sleeping climate
with great heat retention. Body zone stitching ofers unparalleled cosiness and the irst-rate materials
guarantee exceptional sleeping comfort.

specifications
casing
Filling
colour

ultra-ine 100 % Egyptian long staple cotton batiste, medicott® treated, downproof, TC 325
new white masurian goose down (100 % down), class i, Din en 12934
white

Product

Product Code

Filling Weight

Down Duvet TOG 4.0 light,
body zone stitching, approx. 70 g/m²

21258
21259
21260
21261
21262
21265
21268
21269

135 x 200
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200
200 x 220*
230 x 220
240 x 220*
260 x 220

200 g
230 g
250 g
290 g
320 g
370 g
380 g
420 g

Down Dual Duvet TOG 9.0 warm,
body zone stitching, dual construction,
approx. 2 x 70 g/m²

21274
21275
21284
21285
21286
21287
21293
21294

135 x 200
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200
200 x 220*
230 x 220
240 x 220*
260 x 220

2 x 200 g
2 x 230 g
2 x 250 g
2 x 290 g
2 x 320 g
2 x 370 g
2 x 380 g
2 x 420 g

The dual construction

Two duvets that are irmly connected together
create an extra heat bufer through a separate
air layer between the two single halves.
24

Size in cm

*available to special order
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doWn around
The DOWn PillOW
a pillow with a touch of luxury. The peripheral outer bale gives the pillow an elegant shape and also provides
excellent support and lot. an ideal pillow for people who love the luxury of a sot down illing but do not
wish to dispense with support. The pillow has a feather core, providing support and volume. The two outside
chambers are illed with 90 % down, making them particularly cosy.

specifications
casing
Filling

Design
colour

inest satin in 100 % Egyptian long staple cotton, medicott® treated, TC 380
outer chambers new white masurian goose down (90 % down),
class i, Din en 12934
inner chamber
new white european goose feathers (100 % feathers),
class i, Din en 12934
3-chamber pillow, box construction, with twin piping
white
Product
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Product Code

Size in cm

Filling Weight

Down Pillow soft

27027
27028
27043
27044

50 x 75
50 x 90
50 x 70*
65 x 65*

310 g + 310 g
370 g + 370 g
290 g + 290 g
350 g + 350 g

Down Pillow medium

27045
27046
27047
27048

50 x 75
50 x 90
50 x 70*
65 x 65*

310 g + 540 g
370 g + 650 g
290 g + 500 g
350 g + 600 g

Down Pillow firm

27029
27030
27049
27050

50 x 75
50 x 90
50 x 70*
65 x 65*

360 g + 670 g
430 g + 800 g
290 g + 630 g
350 g + 750 g

Down Pillow extra firm

27051
27052
27053
27054

50 x 75
50 x 90
50 x 70*
65 x 65*

360 g + 930 g
430 g + 1,120 g
290 g + 870 g
350 g + 1,050 g

*available to special order
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naTural hair
anD FiBre
Only the most exclusive, inest and precious natural hair:
especially light and cosy, with well-balanced moisture
management and heat retention. The perfect material
for everyone who would like to experience
the original feeling of nature!
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K o n ya
T h e n a T u r a l q u i lT
The kOnya quilt is the choice of the connoisseur. it conjures up the very essence of the Orient, lavish opulence, comfort and pure luxury, all in amazing silk. at Brinkhaus, we use only luxury Tussah wild silk which
means that the silk is gathered ater the silk worm has pupated and the moth gone from the cocoon. Pure
silk is an ideal natural illing for medium and summer weight quilts because it is relatively light, loty and cool,
yet it is inherently body responsive and holds heat as needed.

specifications
casing
Filling
Design
colour

inest satin, 100 % silk, TC 434
100 % pure inest silk
opposing waves with outer rim
cream
Product

silk quilt TOG 7.5 medium,
approx. 330 g/m²
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Product Code

Size in cm

79929
79965
79966
79930
79975
79931
79976
79932
79933

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*
280 x 235*

*available to special order

Filling Weight
900 g
1,030 g
1,130 g
1,330 g
1,460 g
1,690 g
1,760 g
1,910 g
2,190 g
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pa s h m I n a
T h e n a T u r a l q u i lT
Combining lightness and warmth with luxurious drape, this is the ultimate alternative illing for those who
do not want synthetics or down. Using the down equivalent, i.e. the sot ine undercoat hair of the cashmere
goat, we have created a highly absorbent luxurious illing ofering outstanding heat retention and exceptional
comfort.

specifications
casing
Filling
Design
colour

ultra-ine satin in 100 % Egyptian long staple cotton, medicott® treated, TC 485
100 % pure cashmere
mussel quilting design
white
Product

cashmere quilt TOG 3.5 light,
approx. 220 g/m²
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Product Code

Size in cm

57680
57681
57682
57683
57684
57685
57686
57687

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*

*available to special order

Filling Weight
600 g
690 g
760 g
900 g
990 g
1,120 g
1,170 g
1,270 g
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TexTile FiBre
….Do you lead an eventful life? Place high value on comfort and hygiene?
Ranging from cosy duvets to duvets with elaborate functionality,
the selection of textile ibres will surprise you.
Easy to launder and absolutely cosy. The high-quality
all-round talent for individual sleep requirements.
The custom-it corners guarantee a perfect it.

34
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cocoon
T h e T e x T i l e F i B r e q u i lT
This high-quality, light illing made of the ultra-ine aIR-FILL® functional ibre is extremely breathable and
moisture-regulating resulting in a dry and warm sleeping climate. The functional ibre has been reined to
create numerous tiny air pockets rather like down. aIR-FILL® functional ibre has high insulation properties
facilitating the light ill weight of the duvet and similar to that of modern ski jackets.

The body zone stitching
Thanks to the body zone stitching, the duvet drapes ideally around the body thus forming a cocoon with a
pleasant sleeping climate and the highest comfort. The stitching follows the body´s contours thus making a
cocoon with constant heat retention. ideal warmth distribution is assured - especially around the shoulders
and feet. a quilted edging rim closes the duvet from the ambient air. Duvets with body zone stitching and
a quilted edging rim assure great and recuperative sleep as well as a pleasantly dry sleeping climate with
great heat retention. Body zone stitching ofers unparalleled cosiness and the irst-rate materials guarantee
exceptional sleeping comfort.

specifications
casing
Filling
colour

inest satin in 54 % micro-Tencel® / 40 % cotton / 6 % silk, TC 362
aIR-FILL® (100 % polyester)
white

Product
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Product Code

Size in cm

Filling Weight

contour-stitch quilt TOG 4.5 light,
body zone stitching, approx. 150 g/m²

71560
71561
71562
71563
71564
71565
71566
71567

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*

400 g
460 g
510 g
600 g
660 g
760 g
790 g
860 g

contour-stitch quilt TOG 9.0 warm,
body zone stitching, approx. 300 g/m²

71568
71569
71570
71571
71572
71573
71574
71575

135 x 200*
155 x 200*
155 x 220*
200 x 200*
200 x 220*
230 x 220*
240 x 220*
260 x 220*

800 g
920 g
1,020 g
1,200 g
1,320 g
1,520 g
1,580 g
1,720 g

*available to special order
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certIfIcates
The cOmmiTmenT
The quality ofered by the Brinkhaus brand is based on carefully chosen materials combined with modern production methods. our range of quilts and pillows stands for irstclass sound sleep.
Our guarantee label underlines the high quality of our Brinkhaus brand products by
describing the components they are made of and the beneits they ofer. Every illing
boasts 100 % Brinkhaus quality. This is our guarantee that our products will meet even
the most stringent of quality requirements.
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seals of qualIty
öko-TEX
Product identiication with the label “Conidence in Textiles” and the connected proven
safety of textile products is an additional sales argument which surveys have found to
be more important to consumers than price, functionality or brand. Widespread use
and customer awareness of the OekO-Tex® standard 100 contribute to the OekO-Tex®
label now having a status similar to that of a brand name and being actively requested
by consumers. marking products with the OekO-Tex® label therefore provides all textile
and clothing manufacturers with valid certiicates with an efective way of drawing more
attention to their products. Without visible labels, consumers are not in a position to
assess the human ecological quality of the textiles.

meDicOTT®
The spores of mould and mildew are known to be a cause of allergies. Their damaging
inluence can be combated with a special process technology. We have therefore treated
the cloth for our quilts and pillows using the medicott® process. When the products are
cleaned correctly, this process inhibits the growth and development of mould and mildew – even when the product is wet for some time. The process does not use fungicides,
microbicides or bactericides. It preserves the cotton ibre and supports its durability.

NomITE®
The nOmiTe ® mark indicates that a product is suitable for house dust mite allergy
suferers: because down- and feather-illed products ofer excellent thermal and climatic
conditions for humans (rapid warming up when one is sleeping, rapid decrease in humidity when the bedding is aired), they provide a very poor habitat for house dust mites, which
rely on high humidity to live. The tight weave of the down- and featherproof fabric acts
as a barrier, preventing the mites from passing through, and therefore ofers additional
protection - so that those who sufer from house dust allergies or asthma can also enjoy
the natural comfort aforded by down and feather bedding. This has been demonstrated
by scientiic research.

TraumPass
Traumpass is a quality seal used for bedding, sleeping bags and clothing that are illed
with down and feathers. Products marked with this seal must be illed with down and
feathers from the two highest classes l and ll in accordance with en 12934. in addition,
all raw materials used in Traumpass products are by-products from meat production and
thus sourced exclusively from slaughtered animals. companies who use the seal on their
products have agreed to adhere to this speciication. The label “Traumpass dIN tested”,
which is sewn into every product, contains an individual lot-speciic testing number that
enables the manufacturing company to be identiied. The origin of the down and feathers used for illing can be traced back via documents such as delivery notes, invoices,
tax and import certiicates, ending at the slaughterhouse from which the raw materials
are sourced. This guarantees that products with the Traumpass seal do not contain material from living animals. checks to ensure that the user of the seal follows these guidelines are carried out in regular audits of the companies by the certiication organisation
Din cerTcO, Berlin.
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